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Book Descriptions:

bosch router 1617evs manual

They are available for both current tools and tools that are no longer on the market. To find the
correct manual, just enter the model number e.g. 1013VSR. We may already have the answer for
your questions. Text us here. MonFri 7001900 CST. They are available for both current tools and
tools that are no longer on the market. To find the correct manual, just enter the model number e.g.
1013VSR. We may already have the answer for your questions. Text us here. MonFri 7001900 CST.
Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your
credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try
again.Please try again.Show details In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free
business account Please try your search again later.Case type Hard plastic. Double insulated.This
router kit includes a powerful motor with advanced speedcontrol technology, a fixed base for upright
use or use in a router table, and plenty of highperformance features to help you get a variety of jobs
done quickly and accurately. View larger. Powerful, VariableSpeed Motor with Soft Start Take care
of even the toughest routing jobs with the powerful 2.25horsepower, 12amp motor and its versatile
speed range of 8,000 to 25,000 RPM. The variablespeed dial allows you to set the optimal speed for
the task. And with builtin Constant Response Circuitry, your router will maintain a constant speed
throughout the cut, so you get clean, accurate results. With its integrated softstart feature, the
motor reduces torque upon startup for a smooth transition and easy
handling.http://canadianriversafety.com/userfiles/compaq-nx9500-service-manual.xml
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The 1617EVSs design adapts to let you work with the switch and cord on the right or the left, giving
you improved consistency and precision, as well as the confidence knowing that the motor wont
rotate during depth adjustment. Accurate Fixed Base Cuts This versatile kit provides all the
components necessary for fixeddepth routing. And the Bosch Precision Centering Design allows the
bit to be centered with the subbase or optional template guides. This makes it easier than ever to
keep the bit on the intended cuttingline when using guidance devices such as jigs, templates, or
dovetail fixtures. The fixed base includes threaded holes for mounting to router tables, and its
advanced bitheight adjustment system allows you to conveniently adjust the bit height from above
the router table. The base also features a quickclamp system for fast, toolfree conversions, so
moving the motor between two bases takes only seconds and requires no equipment. Rugged Design
for Increased Durability The Bosch 1617EVS Router is durable and built for years of use. The motor
housing and bases are made of aluminum, and the power switch is completely dustsealed for added
durability. This router is backed by a oneyear limited warranty, 30day moneyback guarantee, and
oneyear service protection plan. The motors speed range features ConstantResponse Circuitry for
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clean, consistent results. Its exclusive precision centering system delivers accurate, repeatable cuts
at any depth setting. The router includes a microfine bit depth adjustment with resettable indicator
ring and an adjustable subbase. The router is made of strong, lightweight, allmagnesium
construction. It features a precision selfextracting collet system, quick templet guidechange lever,
and onepiece armature shaft for accuracy and long bit shank capacity.Click here to make a request
to customer service.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average.http://afzaliqbal.org/userfiles/compaq-nx9500-manual.xml

The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. Jim
Goydos 4.0 out of 5 stars Only problem is. The combo kit comes in a nice plastic case and works as
expected. My router came with all the tools and accessories still in their plastic wrappings and the
tool is pristine, obviously brand new and never used.Adjustments are quick and easy on both bases,
making my shop time enjoyable. Ive had it for about a year with no issues whatsoever. Would
definitely buy again. EDIT 2 years in, and I find myself looking for how to use it on most projects just
because its such a pleasure to use.Very smooth one handed operation, the router never labored.
Then it stopped. I have less than 2 hours using this tool. Very disappointed. Dear Amazon, what can
you do to help. Im looking forward to getting this issue resolved and changing my review of a
seemingly great tool. Thank you Amazon for resolving this issue. After contacting Amazon Customer
service I came back to my review and noticed your reply to contact customer service. I was
expecting a notice of a reply to my review. Now I figured out that I needed to check everyday for a
reply which took a little time to even find my review. Not very user friendly but kind of easy once
you figure it out. Then you can search your review title or user name without having to scroll
through countless reviews. I hope this is helpful to others.As a result of this, the router bit set I had
purchased is completely useless. Ultimately, the only thing more frustrating than this product, is the
thought of trying to rebox it and return it and start over. I would like to see Bosch make this right
and send the missing collet. Considering the price, there were few indications that this was a quality
product.

Additionally, metal edges on the router still had burrs and incredibly sharp edges that have cut me
twice in the first day using it. It barely seems as though any finishing was done to this router before
being sent. I have used DeWalt and Craftsman products for years with no experiences like this. Quite
disappointing.First off, I have put this router through He double hockey sticks using it on a CNC
router. I have cut steel, aluminum, sign board and V carved hardwood and soft wood like butter. The
router is still running perfect but the dust created got into the bearing and made it noisy. I ran it for
another year after that and am finally replacing with a new one and plan on sending it in to have the
bearing replaced. I have burnt up several Craftsman routers in about a month, the previous Porter
Cable lasted about a year. I decided to give this Bosch 1617 a try and it has not disapointed. Yes you
have to use 2 wrenches for bit changes but from my experience with other routers that have the
push pin locking and single wrench, the push pin lock usually breaks off in a short while and then
you have to use two wrenches anyway. It could benefit from the spindle locking mechanism that the
1619evs uses and I also own but the 2 wrench system has never been a problem for me. Also works
great with the wooden handled base. Those arguing about the switch in the wrong place, I would
agree but all the routers of this design PC, Craftsman, Hitachi etc have the switch in the same place.
Buy a plunge router if you are looking for trigger switch control.Its not compatible with our
electrical supply. I have requested a returnSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It
loses a star though because you have to buy a separate adapter in order to use bushings with attach
to the baseplate. For example, guides for following a template ie. Instead I had to buy another part
and wait another week for it to be delivered in order to use my router for what I intended.
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Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The design hasnt changed for the best part of a
decade, which says a lot about the ergonics and capabilities. Two spanners tighten the nut to hold
the router bits in place. Much better than the routers with the annoying button to lock the motor
while you tighten with the other hand. The fixed base is compatible with the Bosch router tables,
and a key is provided to adjust the cutting depth from the top. The carry case is nice and sturdy and
has space for the optional extras, like dust extractor and fence, as well as slots for your router bits. A
real versatile bit of kit for your workshop or whenever you need a clean cut that a jigsaw just cant
deliver. Ive bought cheaper routers before, only to have them die on me, or the cooling fan explode
from vibration. With Bosch you get fantastic quality at a very reasonable price.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again In comparison, the Bosch MRC23.Extremely smooth operation,
quieter not sure why, with excellent controls including superior depth adjustment. The motor is easy
to remove to switch bases. Very highly recommended, and well worth the price differential
compared to the Dewalt!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Build quality is excellent. It feels sturdy in hands, and the
performance is exactly as advertised. I am a hobby woodworker, and this does more than satisfy my
needs. I have yet to use the plunge base, but judging by what other people say, there shouldnt be an
issues. Case and accessories are also well though out and quality is on par with the tool. Overall, I
am very satisfied with the tool, and Amazon delivery time. Got it in just under 2 days.Sorry, we failed
to record your vote. Please try again Some people have said that the motor sticks a little, or a lot, in
some cases, when changing the base. As for the rest of this product, Ive had no issues with it, yet.

https://www.fhccu.com/images/canon-powershot-sd990-is-manual-pdf.pdf

But given that this is day 1 for me, Ive had no issues with the motor or the plunge base. Just make
sure you dont take too big of a bite. Use shallow passes when you need to go deep into a piece.Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again This unit replaces a practically new Dewalt 618 EVS
router that I mounted under the table. In less than a month, that unit lost a magnet which is part of
the EVS system and would only run at top speed. I tried to correct it with a variable speed control,
but that only controls speed and not router torque. As a result, running cabinet making bits became
a real pain as the control knob could not compensate once the load went on the router bit and the
router would then nearly stall. As for the Bosch, from the reading I did, the under table mount does
not apparently affect the EVS system and from what Ive seen so far, this is true. The Bosch unit
handles the speed control well and keeps power to the router under load. Exactly what I was looking
for. I bought the offset wrenches for the router and am happy with them, worth the few extra beans
for anybody planning to use this as a table mounted unit.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Despite limited use the router suddenly started to lose power even when not under any
load.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again La patada de arranque es casi nula,
permite asegurarte de tener bien agarrado el mango al iniciarlo. Desplazamiento suave. El elevador
hidraulico es un agregado excepcional.El agarre es perfecto a la palma de la mano. El cable de
corriente es mas blando que otras versiones previas lo cual evita enredarse o entorpecer el trabajo
mientras esta activo. Excelente compra.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The
upside down adjustment of this router mounted under a router table is second to none. Router will
not slip, or move axial or radial when clamping down after setting router bit.
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Believe me, I have my share of frustrations with other brandsSorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again This is my 2nd bosch router. I used the 1st one so much i had to get another one for
my table. I had a bearing fail in the1st one sent it away and with in 3 weeks it was back as good as
new. Thank Bosch!! I like how smooth it cuts with a new bit!! I like the plunge, i like it in my table.
The only problem i had was sawdust getting behind in the switch. A little air took it out a few
times.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Tenia uno de gama baja que me costo
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una cuarta parte de lo que pague por este y funcionaba bien, ademas era mi primer router y no tenia
punto de comparacion. Despues de encender este y darle unas cuantas pasadas a la madera
entiendes en que se ha invertido tu dinero. Es genial, silencioso para ser un router el peso, el diseno,
las manijas de madera, todo me gusta. Si Bosch mejora esto tendran una herramienta perfecta.
Recomendable 100%Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Yup, its expensive but you get what you pay for in this case. Im tired of
working with crappy tools and now will bust out the wallet and pay for the good stuff. Its cheaper to
pay once anyway. The wrenches it comes with make it difficult to use on the table but there are
wrenches made to make it easier. Get them so you dont strip the retaining nuts or bust your
knuckles. Makes the process of changing bits much easier.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Utilizando la vista previa online, puedes ver rapidamente
el indice de contenidos y pasar a la pagina donde encontraras la solucion a tu problema con Bosch
Power Tools 1617. Sin embargo, si no quieres ocupar espacio en tu dispositivo, siempre podras
descargarlo de ManualsBase.

La opcion de impresion tambien esta prevista y puedes utilizarla haciendo clic en el enlace mas
arriba Imprimir el manual. No tienes que imprimir el manual completo de Bosch Power Tools 1617,
solo las paginas que elijas. Ahorra papel. Puedes utilizarlos si quieres ver rapidamente el contenido
que se encuentra en la siguientes paginas del manual. Many accidents are your application. The
correct tool will do the caused by poorly maintained tools. Develop job better and safer at the rate
for which it is a periodic maintenance schedule for your designed. tool. Do not use tool if switch does
not turn it Use only accessories that are “ON” or “OFF”. Any tool that cannot be recommended by
the manufacturer for controlled with theWARNING be counterclockwise. NOTE inside and power
sanding, sawing, outside cuts will require different feed grinding, drilling, and other construction
direction, refer to section on feeding the activities contains chemicals known to router. Feeding the
tool in the wrong cause cancer, birth defects or other direction, causes the cutting edge of the bit
reproductive harm. Some exFeeding shims will help maintain stability.Proper interpretation of these
symbols will allow you to operate the tool better and safer.Such preventive safety measures reduce
the risk of starting the tool accidentally.WARNING always remove the plug from power source
before removing or installing bits or accessories. SHAFT COLLET INSTALLING A ROUTER BIT
WRENCH WRENCH Place router upside down or lay router on its side with the base resting on the
bench. Another option isThere are tFigure 15 shows proper feed for various cuts. How fast you feed
depends on the hardness of the material and the size of the cut.
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For some WORK materials, it is best to make several cuts of increasingThis positions the bit screws,
through the subbase and tighten at the center of the subbase and optional them until they are
snugAlign TEMPLET GUIDE RELEASE LEVER the cutaways on the templet guide with the tabs on
the bottom of the templet guide adapter. Insert the templet guide and release TEMPLET GUIDE the
lever toDo not reach in area of the bit while the router is ON or plugged in. To avoid entangling
hoses, CAUTION.M5 SCREW ROUTER This dust extraction hood is designed for use BASE with
Bosch routers 1617, 1617EVSTo avoid entangling hoses, do not use this dust extraction hood at the
same time as any other dust extraction hood. ROUTER This dust extraction hood optional SUBBASE
accessory is used for dust collection when edgeforming Fig. 24. ATTACHING DUST EXTRACTION
HOOD You can attach the edgeforming hood in WORKPIECE several pl. Register NowPlease enter
your desired user name, your email address and other required details in the form below. User
Name Password Please enter a password for your user account. Note that passwords are
casesensitive. Password. Confirm Password Email Address Please enter a valid email address for
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yourself. Email Address OR. LoginPosting Rules. Routerforums.com Recent Discussions 3 Need your
advice to help. Today 0432 PM by MikeSibley 9 Hello all. Today 0410 PM by Hexa Composites 10k
1346 Attachments Totally Random Chat. Today 0237 PM by roxanne562001 7 new member Today
0236 PM by roxanne562001 9 Newbie to the world of. Today 0234 PM by roxanne562001 22k 105
Attachments Use my last word. Click image to enlarge The combination of cost savings and
versatility instantly made this concept very popular with woodworkers who run their shops on a
budget. The overall fit and finish indicate quality machining and design throughout. Click image to
enlarge This small but revealing component of the Bosch 1617EVS kit shows a commitment to
quality.

In addition to the spaces for the router motor and bases, moldedin positions for many of the more
common accessories, including guide templets, let you keep the pieces associated with this router
secure and in one place. This is a significant feature in todays cramped shops. It includes
instructions in English, French and Spanish and the mandatory safety and legal pages. Beyond the
legalese, you find clear descriptions of the features and how to use them, supported by welldone
illustrations. Some of the accessories available for the Bosch 1617EVS are also discussed, giving the
new owner a good idea of the value for these addons and how to install them correctly. They can be
moved from sidetoside also. Click image to enlarge The major portion of the motor case is a
magnesium casting and typical highquality Bosch molded plastic components. The switch is located
on the side of the motor housing in easy reach from the handles of both the fixed and plunge bases.
The motor case features two sets of indexing grooves that allow positioning the switch and cord at
either handle. This may sound like a minor convenience, but in practice can be a big help when
moving the switch or cord location makes using the router easier or safer. The positions, marked 1
through 6, represent a total RPM range of 8,000 to 25,000 see the speed chart. This allows the
motor to monitor itself and when RPM begins to drop under the load of cutting, more power is
automatically applied to maintain the selected RPM. The motor shaft has flats ground into it for the
included wrench, used when changing bits. If you have ever tried to free a stuck bit from a collet,
you know how valuable this feature is. Round bosses for an accessory edge guide are also cast into
both bases. When templet bushings are needed, a nicely designed adapter is installed into the
opening with two screws. The Bosch adapter allows notools changing of the guide templets.

The locking system is also part of the height adjustment feature on the fixed base. See more on this
system below. The leverlock even has a fine adjustment feature to alter the amount of clamping
force if need be. Large, round and made from wood, they are very comfortable and give firm feel of
control.Click image to enlarge The plunge lock lever is located by the left grip and is easily
accessible with your fingers without having to lift your hand from the grip. Plunge depth is
controlled with the familiar depth rod with locking knob and sliding indicator and turret.Click
images to enlarge It also means cutting grooves and slots has never been simpler. Holding the flat
area against a guide fence helps prevent accidentally turning the router during the cut which can
change the bittofence distance if the base is even slightly outofround. Bosch offers a special base
unit RA1165 designed to be left in the undertable installation so you can install the motor only for
those applications. Height adjustments are locked with the same lever that secures the motor
assembly. Click image to enlarge Click image to enlarge Moving the router along an edge or
following a pattern is effortless and accurate thanks to the overall engineering of the bases and
controls. At all but ridiculously fast feed rates, the motor maintained its RPM very well. Only when I
intentionally increased the feed rate far above reasonable levels did the motor begin to bog. Even
under this very abnormal load, the Bosch Constant ResponseTM Circuitry kicked in and prevented
substantial RPM loss. I changed the switch position to above the right handle which also reverses
the cords location and the snagging problems went away. Click image to enlarge I made sure I
reinstalled the motor in the same detent and intentionally resumed the cut, overlapping the last few
inches of the first pass.



There was no visible ridge where the first and second cuts met, indicating the bit height remained
identical through the switch position change. The wooden handles and balance of the Bosch
1617EVS with the fixed base made it easy to handle and follow the patterns accurately. That groove
needed to be slightly deeper to recess the bolt head beneath the surface so I turned the fine adjuster
nut up a few turns and made another pass. The change in depth was perfect, and took just seconds
to do. Click image to enlarge Suffice it to say the system works great. For more about the templet
guide system see the companion story. It has more than enough power to handle many tablemounted
applications as well. Though it powers through the tough jobs with ease, the Bosch 1617EVS is more
than capable of doing fine work as well. If you need a router, or want to add another to your shop,
the Bosch 1617EVS should be at the head of your candidate list. If quality, capability and price are
decisionmaking factors, the Bosch 1617EVS will be at the head of a very short list. Privacy
Statement.
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